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C.

CRITERIA FOR

iNSTRUCTI)ONAL COMPUTING EVALUATION- *-

IN HIGHER EDUCATION.

The evaluatiOn of the resources of higher education in

terms kof their impact on education has always, seen a 'difficult

matter. 'And so it is with computing, one of the newest

resources to be applied to the educational process.. ,Ther,e is

general agreement that access to computing 0'-of value to

students at all levels and in virtually all disciplines, that

some kinds of computing are of More'val6e.than others, and that
'

students will, lie it is available, absorb Considerable amounts
., .,.

, *

of high quality/computing. Buticittempts to quantify the need. 1

,

.
, ,

Aof to defines Finds or quality of computing have usually
1

resulted in'no consensus at all. Examinatio of the pr actict

of institutions provides'little guidance, .since it covers such=

a7wide range as to reveal' totally, different approaches and

totally different decisions.

The subject is of more than casual or.theoretical

interest because'it impinges on many pr'actical decisions at all

, levels in' the educational hierarchy. AdMiniitrators,

legislators, -and faculty are anxious to identify standards of

quality and to define procedures for the evaluation of
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educational computing; 4deally in terms of ac demic quality

/butat least In terms of the financial investment an
.

institution sh uld be making to computers in &duration .

. , A

Although periodic efroets have been mad to survey

colleges and, universitles-about expenditures d.hardware

cesoUrcet, no serious effort to establish a n atiNie standard

has taken place since the initial effort,of the 'President's
,

Science Advisory Board in 1967. No,.effort at al] has -been, made

to establish,stalndards of quality independent of cost.

The intent of the- Project on Instructional Criteria has

been to de p a methodoiOgy for evaluating cOmOuter service

for instructional purposes; these methods are intended to be

useful in curriculum, administrative, budgetary, and
1

accreditation 'activities.

o

A: Ob ectives and plan of attack

.

The ,primary goal of 'the project was the definition of

useful guidelines for the assessment of computer service
0'

, availability for students.i6lhigherweducation. The effort can

be seen as being directed at finding answers to the following
-V

three questions.

What should'bemeatured? In presenting facts abOut their

use ot computers, inStitutiqns use many different measures4, It,

is important to consider what aspects of. the complex

inner action between institutions, Students; and computers
*

should be measured (and can be measured) in order to ,provide an

indication of computer availability and its adequacy.
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.Altetnativ,es include the amount of computing produced', (in ters

of jobs or hours), the cost of compuping, the richness or

quality of computing produced.

How shb'uld these be measured? In order to meaSurewany of

these parameters, some definitiong are tequired. What

constitutes a unit in student/comp tl,r 'interaction? How is the

size of -a student job to be measured Can standardized

measures of cost be obtained ,in comp cable form from a large

I

number of academic computer facilities?

.How should the measurements he evaluated? If measures

are defined along the lines suggested by the first two

questions, the'normative issue still has not been addressed:

how much is-enough? No single norm is likely'to be
I

satisfactory for all' institutions. Requiceme'ntt for compu4kng

,availability differ markedly fcrim' one discipline to another

and between undergraduate and qradu4e instruction. Depending

on commitment to different areas pf 'instruction and different

institutidnal goals, commitment of .resources to computing will

also differ.

The outcome of 'tie study was planned to be a report; with,,

information presented in a font that will be useful to

individualg in- education and government at several levels and

for several Or poses: for self-evaluation, forplanning, for

evaluating needs and resources,.

fl
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B. Progress, problems, and change!

The first stage of the investigation was an effort to

disdover what'might already have been dope eltewhere.- It

eenied important to begin with a wideranging search for
.

methods, Orocedures, and ideas that might serve as guidelines.

Letters of inquiry` were addre\sed to leading institutions, site

visits were made, and people were interviewed'. In response to.

these inquiries and ,interviews, we received many words of

encouragement but little concrete help. Most people are aware

of the need for standacds.but have to offer by way of

examples or methods. However., a few useful models did emer0e.."

In paCallel with this investigation, an effort'mas made

to approach the critical issues_ Of what people measure and the

terms ofmeasurement they employ. Institution- re asked What

kinds of units they use to account for computing re urces and
.

k , .
. ,. .

the categories they use to distinguish types of use. The '.

results Of this. survey. reveal some interesting aspects of

institutional behavior,' useful in developins guidelines in

terms that will be meaningfulto many institutions. The survey

incidentally served to bring to the project copies of many-
(

internal documents and ,reports that were helpful in the search

for examples of methods and iarocedures,

Thethird activity was a review of recent reports.and
'

surveys that include quantitative data oh computer use in

higher education'. This provides a basis for assessing what

institutions are currently doing and alSo for projecting the ,

changeg'taking place in institutional commitments to computing.

Nir

.6 /
4
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Fourth, alternative techniques were designed and tested
s .

for measuring three important aspects of/educational computing:

quality, quantity, ,and uter, needs. These techniques involve

the use of questionnaires and are described.in the _report whith
f,

is the major outcome of 'the project.

No major probl'e'ms were encountered in these activities

,still, it must candidly be'adMitted that less information,

guidance, and help emerged, from the literature and people in

the field than had originally been hoped. Alitost no

institution can .present a tigorous. and logical model fcit

decision making. The formulas of those institutions Using

\\conctete criteria' for establishing levels of computing support

are arbitrary and largely indefensible. They tend to be uneasy

compromises between what faculty want and what instibutidns can-

afford, with little refer,ende to what students need.

. Significant findings and outcomes

In the face of this situation, hopes that we)could

produce cleat and absolute standards satisfactory to all were
.

bound to be, defeated.' 'Conclusions as-'Unqualifiedand'

uncOmpromising as those of the President's Science Advisory

Board, which recommended spending $65 per undergraduate student

per, year, are not now defensible on the basis of the data and

are not likely to be accepted by institutions. or. decision

makers. More ,flexible guidelines, aCkno*ledging the ,cliffi

of absolutes, will be more acceptable ,and more ceedible
'\.
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-"ltherefore the outcomes have beRn summarized adcl,

explained in the fqrm, of a guidebook to the evaluation

computing. Called Evaluating Instructiorlal computing:,

Measur ing Needs and Resources for Comuting in Hi

,Page 6

Education, it is addressed to those interested .in. thel

'educational role of computing on the campps.
\_
It -indicates' i;OW

isry

4I o 0the adequacy of comptting on a particular..npus can
4 0 ,

assessed and how an institution can go about finding, answers to

its owl, .questions about computing for student and lacpI use.

...It begins by p viding a review of the instructional us0 of
.

. , .
.

Computing-- it then recOmmendg techniques. for the measurement
. r

of the quality 4d" quantity of ComPuting and,, it sugges

technique \s 'that ev4luate alternatives on an individual c4npus.

More pimp). y, , the' cipestions addressed are these : . What' is
.

instructional computi'ng?. Where are we now? Where dc4 we go4

fr =om-- -het -e? --,,The- -r-e-por t falls into three-part s- more-or-leas .--

. ,';

. along the lines of these three questions.

What is ,instructional computinq? These chapters treat

the .nature and status of instructional computing In higher

education. The need far, student access to- computing, thh

development of resources, and the evaluation of the ,

effectiveness of pse are' the primary topics of the individual

chapters. The chapter summaries are as follows.

"The. _need 'for standards"- presents an introduction to

_ questions about the evaluation of instruc tional computing and

the

reviews the 'problem of achieving genecally acceptable

standards. It concludes that, despite its newness, computing
N;

, e

8
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/
has now ecome an-, in teg r al,' par t of ed-ucation. Ear 1 y, estimate s

stressed the importance and impact computers 'would have on

higher educatio'n and recommnded appropriate levels of support.
Although the intportance and impact, were not exaggerated, the

.recommended" levels f r instr Lictio al computing have yet to bei
ac ieved.

"Surveys and estimates of Vie" summarizes the data and

coriclusions of maijr surveys"' of, the uSe df computers in higher
education. Two .very broad but important concilusiqns emerge.

First, every year , more institutions use computers in
education; more departments use comppter s; and, more students

are exposed to the use of computers. "Second , or a nationa,

basis,. expen.diur'rs .for computers in higher education. and the

'instructional use of Compute'rS 'continue to -rise;
"Instructional effectiveness" reviews the ways in which

IMO

computers are applied e instructional process and the
justification for heir_ use. It ,concludes that "added cost _for
added value" s the major. justification. However , quantitative
assessments. of the effectiveness of computers in the
educational process are, at best, sketchy and incomplete.

\ Better information is badly needed.
.

Where are we now? The middle part of the eport presents
an assessment of current use and recommends techn. djues for the

, .Measurement of quantity and qu'ality of com7puting resources
provided, for students to use. The three chapters that make up

.
this section are summarized below.
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"What students do" considers the informatthn available on"

the instructional techniques used in higher educl,tion'and the

way in which computers, courses, and students interact. :The

data indicate that most student computing is directed at

learning about computers and using computers to solve problems.

Tutorial and other tech!niques of computerassisted instruction

ace not widely used ih higher education, A further conclusion

of the chapter.is that, where computing is of high quality,

where it is readily available, and where its use by students is

entouraged, nearly #I1 students (and faculty) will pake.somfl

use off it. The: vallue of student use is not necesearily.in

direct proportion to amount ,used or cost' of the use. -Most

usersusers spend little .time (or money) lasing. the computer

but this use is a very impoitant educational experience. At

-the end of this chapter, some hypdtheses or rules of thumb are

suggested. They are intended tosimplify and-assist the

process of planning for student computer,. use.

"Measuring quality" emphasizes the -fact that all

computing is not the same and that some kinds of,cOmputing

resources are too poor or of the wrong kind to be utilized,

e ectivelyby students.. Qualitative aspects of computing are,

\
iMportant if students 'are to use computing,and if.. their use s

/i
to be produCtive in educational te'rms.' Qualt considerations

NP"

include: range of hardware and software avail abbe, /

convenience, accessibility, availability of documentation and

assistance, and simplicity ofaccess., General campus awareness

of computi g may also be a good measure of quality and

1(0
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matur ity. This ?Chapter suggests a 'technicqe for and

assessing quality.

"Measuring quantity" considers the inadequacy of much of

the available- information and the lack of generallY accepted

standards of measurement in this field. Three specific

conclusions are put fdrWar in the chapter . First, it we are

to understand in.structional computing. better , we -need better

measures and better records of ,student use.- Second, in these

records, it is .important`that we"be able to distinguish (at

least) two-levels,, undergraduate and graduate; and (at least.)

distinguish major classes of users, such as computer science,

science and engine ;r ing , and other students-.: Third, computing

must be measured me terms other than (or, in addition to)

-dollars.

Where do we from here? -The last chapters speak

directly to the techniques of 'ecision making on the individual

campus. and recommend methods for rationalizing and formalizing

these _techniques.'

"Peer groups and institutional estimates" presents ,a

technique for gathering information on the use of computers at

"comparable'' institutions, since many institutions find this an

ifOportant way. of .establishing a norm.

"Self - study: assessing the need" reviews techniques of

evaludting the consensus of those whose opinions matter to the

institution: the facul y or-some Othiar grout'''. A specific

instrumen`and, its method of application are presented.

o

11
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"Pr ior ies, allocation, and decisions" -anOther .

broad look at thesc-ampus , situation with, -re ard to co puting ,
sketches isever al z alternatives, and-makes recommenda ions for
futur e study.

1

Div1/4ffer ent institutions have differ knt ways to go and it
is impossil3le to set down rules univer sally appl icable to al I

univer sitirs and ed.:ridges. But the nerds of students are no*.' f

so diver se All of them need to be educated in
computes -aided ..omputer-aided world . Institutioris need to :"formal sormpl ate gOal and 1

, ,

establish resources in ternis of this need. What difference
does computing make in education? . As is the case with 'Most
educational activities, we can measure' the inputs' but. the
outputs, the results, the things that matter are more elusive
More efforts to measure the impact of computer s on education
.ace impr tant. But taking advantage of the impact and
improving the use of computer s in instruction ,ace more

4t.
import,.'ant. .stkl . The study, urges better measures for both the
computing itself and its infl uence on education. But it al so
advocates the importance of more and better 'computing than, many
students have asses' to today.

D.. Pt3121 ication

Sever al or al 'rPpo.r.t6 on the prOaress of t
ben pr esr.Ated , as follows:- _

"Computes Access fOr Students: *Quantity and Oual ity,"
.-,-

'presented- at meeting of 'Association for the Development of

search have ,

/-.

Computer-based Instructional Systems, .Santa Barbara,

12
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California, 27 Ja uary 1976.

"Pricing' and Allocation Schemes," preseilted at meeting of

ACM Special Interest' Group. on Computer Uses in Education,

Anaheim, California, 11 February 1076.

"Establishing Criteria for Computers in Education," ACM

Special Interest Group on University Computer. Centers, St.

Laui8, Missouri, 9 April 1976.! .

Talks on the conclusions of the researctcare also

. scheduled for delivery at the National A M meeting in .Houston

in October and a meeting on User Serv'iceos sponsorecr by the Agri

Special In erest Grpup on University Comp ter Centers in TucsOn

in Novemtlet

All o the'intecim reports of the project have been

supecceded by a major publication, Evaluating Instrtictional

CompUtina, which ,reports on .the research and its findings .at

same length. This report will be published by the University
,

of California,. Irvine, and is now in the press. It will be

available in August.of-1976'.

I
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